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CRE 3804 NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

SECTION 2

NUCLEAR INTERACTIONS

NEUTRON INTERACTIONS

It has been shown in the previous sections that neutrons can be created by the integration of
an electron with a proton. Fu.rthermore a free neutron will in time disintegrate into a proton
and an electron. Neutrons interact with the nuclei ofatoms in various ways and may also be
produced by the nuclei of certain atoms. The most common source of neutrons is the
fissioning process where a heavy nucleus splits into two lighter nuclei. This fissioning of
nuclei and the subsequent interaction of the resultant neutrons with other nuclei are the
fundamental processes governing the production of power from nuclear energy. A
knowledge of these processes is all important in the study of nuclear engineering.

FISSION

A heavy nucleus such as Uraruum-235 will occasionally fission spontaneously into two
lighter nuclei. A heavy nucleus such as this has about one and a half as many neutrons as
protons in the nucleus. A mid-range nucleus however has only about one and a third as many
neutrons as protons in its nucleus. Thus when a heavy nucleus fissions into two lighter nuclei
not as many neutrons are required to maintain a stable configuration in the nucleus and some
neutrons are rejected immediately the fission occurs. Generally two to three neutrons are
emitted during the fission process.

In a nuclear reactor fissile nuclei such as Uranium-235 and Plutonium-239 are induced to
fission by having their nuclei excited beyond the level ofstability. This is done by subjecting
them to the influence ofa free neutron. Free neutrons interact with various nuclei in different
ways causing a range of different reactions of which fission is just one. Most interactions
involve sca~cring (non-absorption) or capture (absorption) ofthe neutrons. These reactions
are important in maintaining and controlling the fission reactions in nuclear reactors.

Elastic Scattering (Elastic Collision)

Elastic scattering occurs when a neutron strikes a nucleus and rebounds elastically. In such
Ii collision kinetic energy is transmitted elastically in accordance with the basic laws of
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motion. If the nucleus is of the same mass as :he neutron then a large amount of kinetic
energy is transferred to the nucleus. If the nucleus is ofa much greater mass than the neutron
then most of the kinetic energy is retained by the nucleus as it rebounds. The amount of
kinetic energy transferred also depends upon the angle of L'llpact and hence the direction of
motion of the neutron wd nucleus after the impact.

Inelastic Scattering (Inelastic CoUision)

Inelastic scattering occurs when a neutron strikes and enters a nucleus. The nucleus is
excited into an unstable condition and a neutron is immediatdy emitted but with a lower
energy than when it entered. The surplus energy is trlL.'lsferred to the nucleus as kinetic
energy and excitation energy. The excited nucleus subsequently returns to the ground state
by the emission of a y-ray. Such collisions are inelastic since all the initial kinetic energy
does not reappear as kinetic energy. Some is absorbed by the nucleus and subsequently
emitted in a different form (y-ray). The emitted neutron mayor may not be the one that
initially struck the nucleus. In simplistic terrns the neutron can be considered simply to be
bouncing offan energy absorbing nucleus.

Radiative Capture

Radiative capture can be considered to be similar to the initial process leading to inelastic
scattering. A neutron strikes and enters a nucleus. The nucleus is excited but the level of
excitation is insufficient to eject a neutron. Instead all the energy is transferred to the nucleus
as kinetic energy and excitation energy. The excited nucleus subsequently returns to the
ground state by the emission ofa y-ray. The incoming neutron remains in the nucleus and
the nuclide increases its number ofneutrons by one. This is a very common type ofreaction.
It leads to the creation ofheavier isotopes of the original element. Many of these may be
radioactive and decay over time in different ways.

Nuclear Transmutation (Charged Particle Reaction)

Nuclear transmutation is similar to radiative capture and inelastic scattering. A neutron
strikes and enters a nucleus. The nucleus is excited into an unstable condition but a particle
other than a neutron is emitted. The emitted particles are either protons or a-particles. This
leaves the nucleus still in an excited state and it subsequently returns to this ground state by
the emission ofa y-ray. In this process the total number ofprotons in the nucleus is reduced
by one for proton emission and by two for a-partial emission. The original element is thus
changed or transmuted into a different element.
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Neutron Producing Reaction

Neutron producing reactions occur when an additional one or two neutrons are produced
from a single neutron. As before a neutron strikes and enters a nucleus. The nucleus is
excited into an unstable condition as with inelastic scattering but two or three neutrons
instead ofonly one neutron are emitted. The still excited nucleus subsequently returns to its
ground state by the emission ofa y-ray.

Fission

Although spontaneous fission occasionally occurs fission is generally induced by neutrons.
A neutron strikes and enters a heavy nucleus. The nucleus is excited into an unstable
condition as with most ofthe foregoing interactions. In this unstable condition the nucleus
splits into two new mid-range nuclei usually ofunequal mass. Since these new nuclei do not
need as many neutrons for stability some neutrons are emitted immediately. The surplus
binding energy drives the new nuclei (fission fragments) and neutrons away from one
another with high velocity. The new nuclei subsequently lose their kinetic energy and return
to their ground states by emission ofy-rays. They are invariably still unstable with too many
neutrons and subsequently decay usually by p-particle and y-ray emission.

NEUTRON FLUX

Neutrons creatl"Ai by fission pass freely through solid material since atoms consist mainly of
empty space. They have no charge a.'ld so are not affected by the charged electron cloud
surrounding the nucleus. Furthennore the nucleus is so small compared with the size of the
atom that the chance ofthe neutron colliding with it is relatively small. In a unifonn material
the neutrons travel randomly in all directions and some measure oftheir number or influence
is required. A convenient parameter is neutron flux.

Neutron flux <I> is defined as the number ofneutrons per unit volume n multiplied by their
velocity v.

<I>=nv

Neutron flux so defined has units of number per unit area per unit time. This can be
considered as the number ofneutrons passing through a particular cross sectional area per
second.
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If the neutrons travel in a parallel beam the area through which the neutrons pass may be at
right angles to the beam and the given area will then be equal to the cross sectional area of
the beam. This is the case in irradiation experiments where a beam ofneutrons is directed out
ofthe reactor through special ports.

Within the reactor the neutrons travel in all directions and the neutrons will pass through a
given area in all directions and from both sides. This area is more difficult to define hence
the definition ofneutron flux as number multiplied by velocity.

MICROSCOPIC CROSS-SECTIONS

A solid material may be considered as being made up of tiny nuclei suspended in empty
space. Each nucleus has an imaginary projected area which may interfere with the passage
ofa neutron. A neutron entering the solid will see these projected areas scattered everywhere
but they are so small and so far apart that the chances of hitting one is practically niL
Eventually a neutron may hit a nucleus and will then interact with it in any of a number of
possible ways. Other neutrons will siffiply pass it without any interaction.

It is interesting to note that the imaginary projected area or target area ofa nucleus may be
larger or smaller than the physical projected area as determined from the size of the actual
nucleus. It may be larger because the nucleus has a sphere of influence surrounding it and
any neutron passing within this sphere of influence may be attracted to interact with it. It
may be smaller because some nuclei may allow neutrons to pass right through themselves
without any interaction taking place. The imaginary projected area may thus be considered
as being related to the probability ofa reaction occurring. The larger the area the greater the
probability ofinteraction.

It is also interesting to note that for different reactions with the nucleus there are different
degrees ofprobability of interaction and therefore effectively different imaginary projected
areas. Uranium-238 for example has a larger imaginary target area for elastic scattering than
for radiative capture illustrating the greater probabilit"j ofelastic scattering occurring. It is
convenient for illustrative purposes to draw a pie diagram with the total area signifying the
probability of all interactions occurring and each slice representing the probability of
individual interactions taking place.

These imaginary projected areas are known as nuclear cross-sections and indicate the
probability ofany interaction occurring. The cross-sections ofthe nuclei ofindividual atoms
are measured in square centimetres, square metres or barns where
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1 barn = 1 X 10-24 cm2

If the actual projected area ofa nucleus is calculated it is found that for mid-range elements
with an atomic mass number ofabout 90 this area is equal to 1 barn. Lighter elements have
smaller projected areas and heavier elements larger projected areas.

A cross-section of 1 barn indicates immediately that the imaginary target area is roughly
equal to the actual projected area ofthe nucleus. This allows cross-sections to be visualised.
A cross-section of several hundred ba."11 indicates that the nucleus has a large sphere of
influence while a cross-section several magnitudes smaller than a barn illdicates that the
nucleus allows neutrons to pass through it with practically no chance of an interaction
occurring.

There are different types ofcross-sections, in fact there is one type ofcross-section for each
type ofneutron interaction with t.~e nucleus except for the relatively rare nuclear producing
and nuclear transmutation reactions. The nomenclature for different cross-sections is given
below with the different types of interactions

as = Elastic scattering cross-section
Gi = Inelastic scattering cross-section
0., y = Radiative capture cross-section
0. = Absorption cross-section
Of = Fission cross-section

Values for these are tabulated but are often combined into two main types of interactions:

0, = Scattering cross-section
G. = Absorption cross-section

When these -are combined they are added together so that the scattering cross-section
includes both elastic and inelastic scattering and the absorption cross-section includes both
radiative capture and fission.

MACROSCOPIC CROSS-SECTIONS

The macroscopic cross-section I: is the cross-section density in a material. It is defined as
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the number ofnuclei per unit volume N multiplied by the microscopic cross-section 0. The
units lll"e the inverse oflength (cm-l or mol)

~=Na

This provides a basis for the comparison ofdifferent materials. A dense material with nuclei
ofsmall cross-section would be seen by neutrons to be effectively the same as a rare material
with nuclei of large cross-section.

REACTION RATE

Since the macroscopic cross-section ~ is effectively the material parameter seen by the
neutrons and since neutron flux <I> is effectively the number of neutrons passing through a
given place per unit time it follows then that the reaction rate R between neutrons and nuclei
is given by:

R= ~ <I>

Tl:>is may also be written as

R=Nanv

This is perfectly logical since the reaction rate R would likely be proportional to the number
of nuclei N, the cross-section a, the number ofneutrons n and the velocity of the neutrons
v. At a high velocity a neutron would have more chances ofmeeting a nucleus than at a low
velocity.

SUMMARY

The following relationships with units are summarised below:

Macroscopic cross-section

N = nuclei per unit volume
a = microscopic cross-section

~=Na

(nuclei I cm3)

(cm2
)
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Neutron Flux

n = neutrons per unit volume
v = neutron velocity
(cm.' s)

<I>=nv

Reaction Rate

<I> = neutron flux
~ = macroscopic cross-section

R=<I>~

NEUTRON ATTENUATION

(neutrons / cm3
)

(neutrons / cm2 s)

(neutrons / cm2 s)
(em-I)

(reactions / cm3 s)

When a beam of neutrons impinges upon a solid body the neutrons interact with nuclei
within the body. Those not interacting continue through the body. As the beam progresses
through the body more and more interactions occur and less and less neutrons continue on
through the material. The beam ofneutrons diminishes in intensity and is attenuated by t.he
material.

The decrease in intensity dl over any section ofmaterial is proportional to the neutron beam
intensity I, microscopic cross-section ofthe material a, number density ofnuclei N and the
thickness of the material dx

dl= -IaNdx

If the macroscopic cross section ~ is used this becomes:

dI= -I~dx

The solution to this differential equation is

1=1 e-};x•
This is the equation for the attenuation ofa neutron beam. The attenuation ofa y-ray beam
is similarly:
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1=loe'P

Here ~ is the attenuation coefficient of the y-ray beam

MEAN FREE PATH

The neutron mean free path 1 is defined as the average distance a neutron travels without
interacting with a nucleus. The reaction rate R is equal to the macroscopic cross section ~
multiplied by the neutron flux Q>

R= ~nv

The reaction rate R can also be written in terms of the number ofneutrons n multiplied by
their velocity v and divided by their mean free path A.

R=nvIA

This in effect states that more reactions will occur when the velocity is higher and the mean
free path lower. If these two equations for reaction rate are combined then the following is
obtained:

~nv=nv/A

1= l!~

Thus the mean free path 1 is the inverse of the macroscopic cross-section~.

This can also be proven by considering the total (integrated) distance travelled by all
neutrons before interacting and dividing by the number ofneutrons initially in the beam.

SCATTERING CHARACTERISTICS

It was seen previously that, with elastic scattering, the neutron rebounded from a nucleus
with kinetic energy conserved and no excitation ofthe nucleus. Furthermore, with inelastic
scattering, the neutron interacted with the nucleus leaving it in an excited state.
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Both of these scattering effects may occur in a single nuclide and it is found that the
probability of these reactions is, to a large degree, dependent upon the energy of the
incoming neutron.

When at very low energies, the neutron does not interact with the nucleus and is scattered as
if influenced by the physical size ofthe nucleus. The apparent area A ofthe nuclens for such
scattering is given by:

A=4n R2

The radius of the nucleus R is in turn given in terms of atomic mass number A by the
following:

R = 1.25 X 10-13 Ai/3 (cm)

The apparent area of the nucleus for such scattering is the neutron scattering cross-section
as

a =4n R2
s

This scattering at low neutron energy is called potential scattering and is constant over a
range of low neutron energies.

When at intermediate energies some neutrons have an energy that raises the nucleus to a
discrete excitation level. Under these conditions absorption and subsequent emission of a
neutron occurs more easily. Since the nucleus is'left in an excited state the emitted neutron
is at a lower energy. This results in inelastic scattering. Ifthere is no match in vibrational
characteristics absorption does not occur easily. This results in widely varying scattering
probabilities over a certain range ofneutron energies. This is called the resonance region.

When at very high energies there is no longer a match in vibrational characteristics and the
probability ofscattering falls with increasing energy as those neutrons passing close to the
nucleus are less affected by it. This is known as the smooth region.

ABSORPTION CHARACTERISTICS

It was seen previously that, with both inelastic scattering and radiative capture, the neutron
interacted with the nucleus leaving it in an excited state. Both of these interactiollS may
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occur in a single nuclide and it is found that the probability of these reactions is to a large
degree dependent upon the energy of the incoming neutron.

For many nuclides there is a threshold neutron energy above which inelastic scattering occurs
and below which radiative capture occurs. This is due to the fact that the neutron brings with
it a certain amount ofenergy which is transferred to the nucleus when it enters the nucleus.
Ifthe neutron energy is sufficient to raise the energy ofthe nucleus above the threshold value
then the excited nucleus can emit a neutron along with a y-ray. If the energy ofthe excited
nucleus remains below the threshold value no neutron will appear and only a y-ray will be
emitted. The threshold energy corresponds with the binding energy ofthe additional neutron
while the y-ray corresponds with the amount ofenergy remaining above the ground state of
the nucleus. High velocity (high energy) neutrons are thus likely to be elastically scattered
while low velocit'j (low energy) neutrons likely to suffer radiative capture.

RADIATIVE CAPTURE MODELS

From the above it is evident that radiative capture is likely to occur with neutrons below the
threshold energy value that is with lower velocity neutrons_ As the velocity is decreased
further it is found, for many nuclides, that the probability ofradiative capture increases. This
probability is in fact inversely proportional to the velocity (square root ofenergy).

Tills can be visualised by imagining that the nucleus has a sphere of influer,ce around it. A
neutron passing through this sphere of influence will spend a certain period oftime within
that sphere of influence. For a given path the higher its velocity the shOlter the time spent
within the sphere ofinfluence. If the probability ofcapture is proportional to the time spent
within the sphere of influence then the probability ofcapture (absorption cross-section a.)
will be inversely proportional to velocity v

o."'l/v

CROSS-SECTIONS

.-

The above may be summarised and illustrated by plotting on a composite diagram. The
elastic scattering cross-section as is constant in the low energy potential region, fluctuates
in the resonance region and falls slowly with increasing energy in the smooth region. The
inelastic cross-section a i is only apparent above a certain threshold energy. The radiative
capture cross-section a y is inversely proportional to velocity in the IIv region, fluctuates in
the resonance region and drops to a low value or disappears at high energies. The total cross-
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section at is a summation ofall the individual cross-sections. Note that both the cross-section
and neutron energy are plotted on logarithmic scales.

LOG MEAN ENERGY DECREMENT

When neutrons interact with nuclei in elastic scattering collisions they lose energy. The
amount ofenergy lost depends upon the mass of the nucleus and the angle of incidence of
the neutron.

The minimum energy Emin after onecollision is:

a= [(A -l)/(A + I)F

Considering the results ofvarious angles of incidence it is found that the average energy Eave
after one collision is:

Eave = (Y.) (l + a) Eo

Average energy loss after one collision is given by:

.6.E = Eo - Eave

.6.E = (\1,)(1 - ex) Eo

a = [(A - I) / (A + l)F

The logarithmic mean energy decrement ~ is the average ofthe difference ofthe logarithmic
energy values:

~ = [Ln Eo - Ln E]avcrage

~ = [- Ln (E / Eo)]average

The value ofthe logarithmic mean energy decrement for any isotope ofatomic mass number
A:

~= I +[(A-l)2/2A] Ln[(A-I)!(A+ I)]
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An approximate value for the logarithmic mean energy decrement is given by the following
empirical equation:

~ = 2 / (A + (2 / 3)]

The number ofelastic collisions N required for the neutron energy to drop from an initial
energy E j to a final energy Ef is given by:

The value of N for a high energy neutron from fission to become thermalised at ambient
conditions is 18 for Hydrogen, 43 for Helium and 115 for Carbon. Ligher elements are
efficient at reducing neutron energy because they are light and absorb a lot ofenergy when
struck by a nucleus.

DEFINITIONS

Mean Logarithmic Energy Decrement ~

N = number ofcollisions

E; = initial energy (2 MeV after fission)

Ef = final energy (0.025 eV when thennalised)

Macroscopic Scattering Cross-section ~

:E, =N 0,

N = nuclei per unit volume

0, = microscopic scattering cross section

(nuclei / cm3)
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Slowing Down Power

slowing down power = ~ ~s

Moderating Ratio

moderating ratio = ~ ~s I ~a

FISSION AND FUSION

It has been shown that both the fission oflight elements and the fission ofheavy elements
will produce energy. This is due to the fact that the curve ofbinding energy per nucleon is
less for light and heavy elements than for mid-range elements. The amount of energy
released can be calculated from the mass defect if the final products are known. For fusion
a range ofdifferent reactions is possible as Hydrogen fuses into Heliunl. For fission only one
reaction is possible for any particular fuel but a range of fission products is produced. On
average about 200 MeV is produced from a fission reaction.

FISSION

During the fission process a number of neutrons is released since otherwise the resulting
fission products would have too many neutrons. Even so they have an excess ofneutrons
and decay towards a more stable condition. These neutrons are free to enter other fissile
nuclei and so cause further fissions to maintain a chain reaction. If the same number of
neutrons continues into the next generation the chain reaction is stable. To achieve this some
neutrons must be captilred without producing fission since for everj neutron causing fission
on average two or three are produced.

Fission occurs spontaneously in some heavy nuclides but is rare. This contributes to the
gradual decay of the nuclide and creates a few free neutrons within the fuel. This is an
important factor when loading new fuel into a reactor as the resulting low level nuclear chain
reactions could inadvertently grow out ofcontrol. Fission induced by neutrons is due to the
fact that the incoming neutron adds sufficient energy to the nucleus to raise its energy level
enough for it to become unstable. Nuclides that fission when unstable are known asflSsi/e
materials. There are four such fissile isotopes:

Uranium-233
Uranium-235
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Plutonium-239
Plutonium-24I

A number of other nuclides will fission if the incident neutron has a high kinetic energy.
TIlls kinetic energy together with the binding energy can r-dise the energy level ofthe nucleus
sufficiently for it to become unstable and to fission. Such nuclides are known as fissionable
materials. Fissionable isotopes thus require energetic neutrons to cause fission and as such
are nonfissile.

FISSION CHARACTERISTICS

Uranium-235 and Uranium-238 have scattering and absorption cross-sections similar to other
materials. In U-235 absorption usually leads to fission and in the low neutron energy region
the absorption cross-section is very high but decreases with increasing neutron energy since
it is inversely proportional to t.'lc neutron energy. There is then a resonance region where
there are peaks with a high probability of absorption. At high energies there is a low
probability ofabsorption and hence fission and the cross-section is low. In U-238 absorption
does not lead to fission except at very hig.1) neutron energies. At low neutron energies there
is a low probability of absorption and this is also inversely proportional to neutron energy.
In the resonance region however there are very high pear.s of absorption. The absorption
cross-section then falls again to low values in the high energy region. At very high energies
absorption leads to fission.

FISSION PRODUCTS

During fission two fission fragments usually ofunequal mass are produced. These gener-ally
have atomic mass numbers of between 100 and 140 though a range ofpossibilities exists
from an atomic mass number ofabout 70 to about 160. The amount ofa particular fission
product occurring is known as the fission yield. Fission yields vary for different fissile
materials and for fission with higher energy neutrons. The fission yields ofPlutonium-239,
for example, show that somewhat more fission products of intermediate mass number are
produced than is the case with Uranium-235. For high energy neutrons the fission yield
curve is much flatter still with even more fission products of intermediate mass being
produced.

NEUTRON ENERGY SPECTRUM

Neutrons produced at the time of fission are known as prompt neutrons. Some neutrons
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appear a short time later and these are known as delayed neutrons. The prompt neutrons are
produced with a range of ditferent energies. Most energy from fission appears as kinetic
energy ofthe heavy fission products but some is carried away by the neutrons also as kinetic
energy. The energy ofprompt neutrons varies from about zero to about 8 MeV. Ifa sample
of 100 prompt neutrons is analysed it is found that some 35 have an energy of about I MeV
the most probable energy while the average energy is about 2 MeV. The results are usually
plotted as a smooth curve of fraction emitted versus neutron energy.

DELAYED NEUTRONS

Delayed neutrons are emitted from some fission products a short while after fission has
occurred. Most fission products are unstable and decay towards a more stable state by
emitting particles, usually p-particles to convert a neutron into a proton. Some however are
sufficiently unstable to emit neutrons directly or subsequently (after p-particle emission) to
reduce the neutron number. An example is the fission product Bromine-87. This decays to
Krypton-87 by the emission of a p-particle and then to Krypton-86 by the emission of a
neutron. The half-lives for these reactions l!Ie so short that the neutrons appear almost
im.-nediately but the time lag is sufficiently important to have a very marked influence on the
control of nuclear reactors. The delay is long enough to be detected by control systems
which can respond in time to changes in delayed neutron production. No control system can
respond in time to changes in prompt neutron production.

Delayed neutrons come from some twenty fission products or delayed neutron precursors.
Each preclL.'"Sor produces a neutron following decay or decays of different half-lives. For
convenience these are grouped into six groups ofprecursors such that each group produces
neutrons tollowing decay according to a particular half-life. The first group has a half-life
of 55 seconds while the last group has a half-life of only 0.2 second. Each group has a
different yield ofneutrons per fission with the fourth group producing nearly 40% while the
first and last groups produce only about 3% and 4% respectively. Overall the total yield of
delayed neutrons is only 0.65% of all neutrons produced in fission. This small amount is
very important in the control ofnuclear reactors as the control system must be able to detect
small euough changes to maintain control on delayed neutrons.

FISSION PROCESS SUMMARY

For fission to occur the incoming neutron must add sufficient energy to the fissile nucleus
to raise its energy above the critical value for fissioning. Low energy neutrons however
interact more readily with Uranium-235 to cause fission than do high energy neutrons.
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Uranium-238 on the other hand will only undergo fission with high energy neutrons. The
shape of the neutron-proton ratio curve results in additional neutrons being produced iIi.
fission. Neutrons produced in fission have a range ofenergies with an average of about 2
MeV. The energy produced in one fission process is about 200 MeV. These high energy
neutrons must be slowed down or moderated to reduce their energy so as to be able to
interact easily with fiJrther Uranium-235 nuclei to start a new cycle.

CHARGED PARTICLES

Fission products are produced as a light fragment and a heavy fragment from each fission.
The lighter fragments have kinetic energies ofabout 100 MeV while the heavier fragments
have energies of about 70 MeV. This division ofenergies arises from the conservation of
momentum as two initially stationary parts ofdifferent mass recoil from one another. These
fission fragments leave behind some twenty electrons and immediately become positively
charged. They lose kinetic energy rapidly in the surrounding material producing heat and
ionisation along their path. Their range is very short being in the order of 1.4 x 10-3 em
(0.014 mm) in Uranium dioxide fuel (U30S)

Alpha particles also interact with other atoms causing ionisation. They travel in a short
straight path with a range dependent upon their energy according to the following formulae.

R.u = f (Energy)

Beta particles travel in a zigzag path and are not very penetrating since they are very light.
Their range is also a function of their energy

R...x = f(Energy) / Pmedium
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Thermal Neutron Cross-Sections of
Fuel Atoms (in Barns)

T~IcM from Alomk EM'B)' Rrvkw (IAEA), '969, Vol 7, No 4, p.l

Definitions

Macroscopic cross-section
(Cross-section density in material)

l: = Na (e~ ) 0' ( em" )
a, a ". ". 'I ",'''. (%) (n;'l:i)n.T N =Nuclei per unit volume

U-233 530.6 47.0 577.6 10.7 2.467 92 G =Microscope CfCS$-section (em' )

Pu-~9 741.6

n .. Neutrons per ur.it voo..me

y ... Neutron velocity

+=nv

Neutron flux

(NeutJons passing through given area per second)

73

o

8.5 2.890

-102.712.71

2~.3 1012.9

oU-238

.~. '. • • • ' ••~. ....."' '. • o.
W .. ~ ,.t;".1 -,"1"; .. ;1":._:;(,,;..;' ;1'~1' r'~~""'.~ :;.'..... - ...~ - ~. ~- -------- --- • , '"",l--' ~ -. • •• ••

Reacllon rate

(Reaction rate of neutrons VIil" r.l8teriel)

• "" Nftutron nux

(reaction. )
em'.

(
neutrons )

em'.
( ~)

011'" '" OH ...
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Radiative Capture
(below threshold energy) Inelastic Scattering

(above threshold energy)

Gamma ray

•
Neutron

Increase in energy due to
inComing neutron

j

{)--r .
------j-----T-----

Ene<gy
01

nucleus

Neutron......

Threshold
ene<gy~

lOcrease in energy due to
incoming neutron

f---~-o-

Energy
01

nucleus

Neutron--Initial nucleus Final nucleus Initial nucleus Final nucle~s

~--------:;:;:;;-~~
OM" OIl ...

Neutron Mean Free Path
Mactoscopic CfI)S$-$ection gives density of microscopic

cross-sections of atoms In material

Interaction Models

Tune to react with nucleus., distance/Velocity

Time Model

• '<::::::::::7~~ Slow neutron(Low veloaly)

Nucleus ----1---1...

Distance

Sphe<e 01 \
;nIIuence

@

Cj)@
Sp"" 01 ;nlluence ~

/ Nucleus

Microsc:opic cross·section (when seen as projected area)

'- Energy plane
around nucleus

low velocity gives gntaler chance of capture

Energy Model

Mean distance

From(DAnd@

R.~ -----------~

R =I+ =In. -------0
But R., NunUr of neutrons x:': x

OK 1.10 OMs.>



ENERGY' lOSS IN SCATTERING log Mean Energy Decrement

A+2/3

Approximate value of ~ are given by
2

Logarithmic mean energy decrement

~ • lllE,,-lllE

• III (E" I E)

• -lll (E I E"l

(A-1)' III (A-1)

2A (A+ 1)
· ,.

Value of ~ Is given by
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Average Number of Elastic
Collision5 to Thermalize Fission Neutrons in

Various Materials
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+ Energy

+ Energy

Helium

o
Strantium-9S

•Neullon

•Neutron

Fusion and Fission

"'u' ,''x is 1 112 * "0 --:- eS4 + St31 + "0 + no

Deute'um~

Fusion

Fission ""'==<::.:.:"""'-'_

•Neutron

OK 1.~'

L--'-- ----'

Fission Chain Reaction Reason for Instability of
Fission Fragments
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Fission
.! en
l! <!:
i;'~ (') 0>
U • ci <D" E"C gSpontaneous Fission -' ..
.,; -

• Rare but possible III
..c
.E-e
<~ .. -Induced fission

_ 0>

"t:l 0
- l! ~ .. ..

0 0
• Excned energy level C C >. ,

~ -Ill~ B ..
" "must be above critical c:J .. I 0> '""C .... -

• Adding a neutron adds 0_ ".~ 0
energy to the nucleus .~ rIJ

L.:.~ ... '"(kinetic & ~inding energy) - ::r e 00"'IOl
~c.: ~ .. - ~

2:>-- ~ ~ " ""! '"cG .:- ....Fissile Nuclei ~

• Fission with zero energy neutrons ~~
cO
0 ., ..
Q. fj"'(:) 0 0

~ ~

Fissionable Nuclai til 'l;m " "~.b - "1• Fission with energetic (fast) neutrons only ...: •
'" Q)

'" '"":' ":'
~ ;:)

-

'50

Fission Yield
of U-235 and Pu-239
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Interactions of importance

G•• Scattering .

GT • Radiative capture } a••~rption
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Delayed Neutrons
Delayed neutrons come from certain nuclei
lormed by beta d9C8Y 01 fission products

Fission: -----:==-=-~.=~ .

Decay: .- . -
() ~ 0 •
178<.. ~ 17",.. + 0.-,

() ~ 0 •
17", ~ '"Kr.. + '''0..

I

OH2.15

Fission Process Summary

* Critical energy ot compound nucleus must
be less than binding energy of added neutron

* Low energy neutrons interact more readily
with U-235 to cause fission than do high

energy neutrons. U-23B, on the other hand,
will only undergo fission with high-energy

neutrons.

* Neutron/proton ratio curve results io
additional neutrons being produced in fission

(u > 1)

* Neutrons produced in fission have range of
energies. E• 2MeV.

... Neutrons must be slowed down to lower
energies (thermalised or moderated) to start

new cycle.
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